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From the High Chair
In this issue:
From the High Chair
Sketchbook Entry
The Presidents View
Exhibition Review

One of my jobs is to keep the web site up to date by way of the News pages. To do
this I access the online application WordPress wherein the SAI have an account,
and type words and upload images in the form of news items or announcements.
The result is then uploaded onto our site and can be read by the world at large.
When the item begins to look a little tired or out of date I move it into an archive.

Autumn Meeting Report

Currently, the news page reports on…
the JARA exhibition,
the Autumn Meeting at Bath,
New Members
the announcement of Pete Jarvis’s Exhibition
The Big Draw - John Pumfrey in Reading the result of the DOODLES competition
Copyright Matters
the structure of the new Board of Management
the Big Draw event which took place in June.
Member Profile: Simone Ridyard
Gideon Summerfield (Main Image Left)

Apart from the last item I feel that these items are topical and are of interest to our
members. All of the items listed above can also be seen on the Forum.
In this newsletter you will probably see all this mentioned again!

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
We will be holding our AGM during April in London. If
you have never attended one of our meetings before
then please come along. The meetings are very informal
and friendly, with many opportunities to meet like
minded people, share knowledge and suggest ideas
for the Society. Location, date and guest speaker to be

KEEP UP TO DATE...
For all latest news see Website Home
page www.sai.org.uk/blog/ Updated as
news comes in
Please contribute by emailing Don Coe
doncoe31@gmail.com

This raises a issues which I feel need discussing. How best to communicate with our
members? Do we need a newsletter? Do we need a forum? Do we need a news
page on the SAI web site?
My view is that we need all three. What do you think?

Don Coe, Chairman SAI.

announced soon.
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Sketchbooks
‘the sketchbook slot’
Please send us images from your sketchbook or from your computer screen. Hopefully next issue we’d like to feature some CGI ‘sketches’, so if any of our digital community want to send
examples of their work in progress/competition images, or just some of your recent commissions that would be great.

Neil Pearson | The Venetian House
Joe Robson | Buckworth

Don Coe | Venice

ALlan Adams | Ash Tree Cottage, Ambleside

chris fothergill | House in Autumn

John Pumfrey | Venice
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The President’s View
Joe Robson | FSAI President

I still remember my first commission, it was at the age of fifteen, and came about from my father mentioning to one of his
clients that his son had a talent for drawing. One thing lead to another and I ended up drawing a classic three quarters external
two point perspective of his antiques shop in a 0.25 Rotring pen. The finished piece was framed in the shop’s office, used on all
their stationary, and most importantly earned me £25! This was quite some time ago now but it did give me the confidence to
put Rotring to paper throughout my architecture student days, whenever time allowed, or the beer fund got too low...
This newsletter also has a focus on the aspiring youthful artist, not only in the form of our feature on Gideon Summerfield,
but also in the success of the Autumn Meeting at the University of Bath’s Architecture School, and the roomful of students we
inspired. As a lecturer there I have the opportunity to witness their presentations both ‘on the drawing board’ and finally pinned
up at crit time. Before October the sight of a watercolour or even a hand drawing was a rare thing – a sad indictment of the
possible future of architectural training. Since our day there however, where we must have had over a hundred students pass
through (impressive to say as it was untimetabled, and on a Saturday), traditional presentation methods have once again
returned to the presentation boards. Proof indeed of the impact we had. Thanks must go to our presentation team – Don Coe,
Allan Adams, Shona Coppin, Keith Hornblower and Pete Jarvis, and to our SAI members in the audience for helping out with
timely explanations and questions – notably Richard Rees who managed to eloquently complement the presentations for the
benefit of all.
During the summer I went to an exhibition of architecture student work entitled ‘Lines’. Architectural illustrations in which the
architectural design was secondary to the way it was portrayed, the beauty and workmanship of the drafting being the key
feature of the works. The majority of the artists were Bartlett students, the University of London’s well respected architecture
school known for its radical designs, sumptuous illustrations and striking imagery. Would such talented draftspeople make
successful illustrators? Tricky question as the works seemed so precious on the wall that it started me thinking about
ownership of work. It was an exhibition of pieces to inspire, but nothing was for sale. Can architectural artists be true artists
if they collect their work rather than showing or distributing/selling it, should works of art be guarded by their owners? As
professional illustrators I don’t think we would get very far if we didn’t have the ability to part with our prized work. Obviously we

Ka Man Leung | Lines Exhibition
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The President’s View Continued
Joe Robson | FSAI President

all want to keep records of our past work but for me, the thrill
of a commission is in the process itself; working with the
brief, the production, dialogue, working methods, and last
but not least the finished article. By the time I have finished I
am ready to move onto the next exciting commission. Would
I rather have my original antiques shop artwork from all
those years ago, or £25? No question, I’d still be spending it
in the bar at the drop of a hat.
Our featured project this issue comes from Gideon
Summerfield, a sixteen year old with a flair and passion
for drawing. Gideon was spotted by our previous president
David Birkett at a Big Draw event a few years ago, and
has since attended a number of our meetings. Another
example of the next generation of architectural illustrators,
and hopefully the continuation and longevity of our Society.
By encouraging and inspiring people of all ages, we are
furthering our own reputation and passing on our skills to
others, be it through direct teaching, one day workshops,
or Big Draw events. If you see a talented artist then try to
speak to them and encourage them to visit our website and

Phil Buckingham | University of Bath Student

get involved with the SAI – who knows they may end up
Ka Man Leung | Lines Exhibition Detail

being our future President!					
			

Joe Robson, President SAI
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Exhibition Review

JARA Report - Chris Lock PhD, FSAI
The exhibition was really enjoyable on so many differ-

There were so many fantastic times during the exhibitions

At the Osaka venue there was more space than in Tokyo

ent levels. It was fantastic meeting everyone up there in

and reception party it would take ages to mention them

and one whole wall was devoted to the state-of-the-art fly

Tokyo. Real friendly and interesting crowd. Both Tokyo

all. I had the great pleasure again of renewing friendships

through 3D CG of Crystal Graphics from China which was a

and Osaka exhibition venues were well attended; Tokyo

with the past and present presidents of JARA, and had

remarkable insight into where Illustration and CG could be

(Ginza exhibition) was packed!

animated discussions with several illustrators I had never

headed in the future.

A number of people came up at both venues and asked

met before notably Peili Wang (another award winner)

about all our SAI exhibits. Someone asked me a question

who now teaches in the US at a college he graduated

I’m sure I’ve missed so much in this short review. The food

about Don’s piece that I do not recall, but I remember part

from, Ian Stantiall (Best of Show winner) with whom I

at the reception in Tokyo and in the Kyoto garden restaurant

of my answer, how it was a gift to a client/colleague as

shared a table as we dined on the exquisite Kyoto cui-

e.g. very just exquisite. Then there was the river cruise in

a kind of payment in lieu of services or something which

sine, Patricia Poundstone who almost convinced me to go

Tokyo, and for registrants the visits to the UIA sundry events

said client was naturally very pleased with.

out and by an iPad, and Kenji Watanabe who illustrated

which the Emperor himself opened first thing in the morning

the Singapore luxury apartment block (each apartment

and was attended, I believe, by King Bumipol of Thailand. At

going for well over $1M) and many others.

least, he had a piece in the exhibition. Not being a registrant

Joe’s illustration caught a number of people’s interest.
The small size seemed to induce heightened curiosity.

for that I didn’t get to participate -- slept in instead.

People were often seen peering into it trying to discover

I also rekindled friendships with Kouji Watanabe and Ma-

where and what it was only to be very surprised when I

satosji Fujimoto in Osaka. Masaaki introduced me to his

Everyone in attendance had a memorable experience

pointed out it was London.

boss the President of Nikkei Sekken, a very amiable and

indeed.

approachable man who invited me and another Japanese
Paul’s brought forth some well-enjoyed light-hearted

up to a private room above the Osaka venue where we

comments about wastelands and desolation as viewers

relaxed in comfy chairs, talked, drank and chatted for

enjoyed his less objective and more imaginative approach

some time before going down to join the exhibition again.

that helped them relax from the more formal rigors of
illustration.

Later, at the Osaka reception party I heard the sad news

Jane Grealy whose piece I really liked (seemed to me to

that Takuji Kariya, whose illustrations I’ve always loved for

be a synthesis of abstract art and illustration, the kind of

their exquisite Japanese atmosphere, is receiving heavy

thing I’d love to do myself if I had the time, equipment,

treatment for cancer. I join all the Japanese members

and expertise) that won an Award of Excellence paid me

and especially those in attendance at the Osaka venue

the compliment of saying she and the Aussie crowd AAAI

in wishing him the very best for a full recovery in his fight

thought mine was the most “edgy” piece in the exhibition.

against this Big One.
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University of Bath Workshops - Don Coe
Our meeting at the University of Bath was a great success.
The main purpose was to introduce the students of architecture to the dark art of Architectural Illustration using traditional methods. The students were invited to compete for cash
awards by attending five separate workshops after having

Autumn MEETING | Allan & Audience

Autumn Meeting Report

been forced to sit through five separate demonstrations by
SAI members.
They already have a good grounding in digital illustration
and it was apparent that they also have bags of enthusiasm
for the pencil, brush and marker.
Following a short session of SAI business the five kicked
off by using an overhead projector and giant screen. Pete
Jarvis not only presented the fascinating concept of ‘Three

Allan Adams illustrated his method of measuring and draw-

general fun. The students, and some of the SAI mem-

Ways to Draw a Clothes Peg’ but also recorded the entire

ing historic buildings and screened some of his wonderfully

bers, were invited to copy the illustrations which had been

event on his camcorder!

evocative drawings.

screened and at the end of the day we five demonstrators

Shona Coppin detailed her method of setting up an accurate

selected the best of the students’ work. The five winners

I’m sure that there will be plenty more recollections of the

perspective followed by her unique method of rendering the

were each presented with fifty pounds cash for their efforts.

day from those who were there but here are a few words

image with marker pens.

and pictures to be going on with.

Pete Jarvis wound up the demo period with a three-way

We, the SAI, sincerely hope that the Students of Bath en-

interpretation of a clothes peg, (You had to be there!)

joyed the day and went away with lots to think about.

Wash sketch of a recent job.

After lunch we occupied various rooms and spaces fur-

Thanks go to Joe Robson, SAI president and Tutor at Bath,

Keith Hornblower painted the Clifton Suspension Bridge in

nished with tables, pencils, pens, paintbrushes & boxes,

for making it happen.

pure watercolour.

reams of paper together with plenty of advice, banter and

I started the demos by scratching and splashing a Line &
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Gideon Summerfield
Featured Project

Three years ago the SAI’s Past-President
David Birkett was attending a ‘Big Draw’
event at St Pancras Station, organised by
The Campaign for Drawing. His attention
was drawn to the sketches of a 13 year old
schoolboy called Gideon Summerfield. Undoubtedly, Gideon had an ability to draw and
the SAI featured his architectural illustrations
in its newsletter in early 2009. Since then,
the SAI has stayed in touch with Gideon who
finished school last Summer and has recently
started A Levels in Graphic Design and Fine
Art at the Hampstead Fine Arts College,
London.

In recent months Gideon has completed a
personal project, ‘ My Street’ – based on the
facades of 30 Edwardian houses in North
West London. He plans to sell the original
drawings to his neighbours and donate the
proceeds to charity.
To view the project online and to review other
buildings Gideon has drawn, visit
www.gideonsummerfield.com
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New Members
We welcome the below illustrators to full membership, and Kate Edmonds is also welcomed as an Allied member.

jON wILLCOCKS

dAVID wEBSTER

pATRICIA cAIN

WILLIAM MCELHINNEY

sAVVAS Karampalasis

rICHARD Carman

jAMES cURTIS

HELEN THOMAS

Lisa Pedley

dANIEL qUINTIN oNG
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17th Century Illustrator Rebuilds the Globe
John Pumfrey

For our Society AGM address back in 2008 Ken
Baker, a Fellow for some years, related and illustrated
an interesting account of how his architectural illustration helped record and restore an important Victorian
conservatory.
A theatre historian (born not far from Ken) was the
driving force behind a reconstruction project with a
few similarities. John Orrell, who died in 2008, was
the scholar behind the building of the Globe Theatre at Bankside and his research took him back to a
17th Century architectural illustrator and some of his
drawings of London. The best known of these is the
Long View panorama of 1644 and the engraving is
printed below. A number of preparatory drawings had
been discovered recently and Orrell compared them
with modern Ordnance Survey maps which showed
the position of the 17th Century buildings which have
survived . His accuracy was found to be remarkable
and so the assumption was made that the theatre had
been represented faithfully. It was apparently known
that Holler had taken his viewpoint from the tower of
Southwark Cathedral and so his perspective was analysed and the geometry worked backwards to gener-

We all get strange commissions from time
to time and this will be familiar if not a little
more prescriptive than usual.
A friend, who has always been fascinated by
standing stones, asked me if I would paint
a picture of Stonehenge for him. The odd
aspect of the commission was that it must
be a set size and in a particular shade of
red ...... because he wanted it to balance an
already existing painting hanging of that colour in his sitting room ! A sunrise or sunset
seemed the only solution and so here it is.
By the way, I did not do it on Salisbury Plain
first thing in the morning wearing a cloak and
cowl (spills would have appeared as sacrificial blood!)

Henge Sunrise

ate orthogonal drawings. They were not conclusive
but led architects and academics towards a 24-sided
polygon. In fact, excavation subsequently caused
them to settle for twenty sides but thanks to the professionalism of both illustrator and and historian the
structure on the South Bank is a pretty fair reproduction of the original. The finished building is well worth
for this reason alone. Even if you have seen Shakespeare in Love
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A Racist Brush
Don Coe

Having emailed to the client three finished line & wash
sketches illustrating a development near Tate Modern,
I sat back to wait for the ‘thank you’ phone call.
It wasn’t long in coming but it wasn’t a ‘thank you’,
either. It was a complaint:
“We have a problem with the people you’ve populated
the scenes with”, she said.“They’re all black! – that
won’t do at all. Could you lighten some of the up,
please, we’re trying to get funding for this project?”
I pointed out that should they use the sketches without
my express permission, in writing, I would happy to
send her request to the Race Relations Board and told
her that there would be no charge for the sketches.
I’ve deleted the practice from my Christmas Card list.
Don Coe

A Blast from
the Past
Many of you may not know
that our society began as the
Society of Architectural and
Industrial Illustrators and you
might be interested to see this
page from our Journal of Spring
1982 (30 years ago!). If any of
you still produce work from the
fringes of our profession please
submit an example for publication and surprise us all!

will co—operate in supplying the necessary art work
to support it. Will all those interested, please contact
me.”
We still have 14 SAI exhibition boards but these need
updating and augmenting. If a member is willing to
take up the challenge I can deliver the easily reusable
(and repeatable Neilsen frames). Assistant ED.
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The Big Draw
A Provincial Big Draw

Whilst I applaud (and instigated the SAI involvement in) the London

9.Contact with the Campaign for Drawing - if you wish to widen your

Big Draw, I now run my own event for Reading Guild of Artists.

scope/apply for publicity

Those SAI members who cannot, or choose not to, volunteer each

When you register your event with the Campaign they give you a

year might be tempted to organise one local to themselves and so

theme and this year it was “AGE” and I took the opportunity to focus

I show a few of the results from my RGA event. It is great fun, re-

the work on the periods of architecture surrounding the park – with

warding and educational and needs a few matters to be considered.

only modest success. But within the bandstand which we used as

Last year my site was a shopping centre with a canopied perfor-

our base we displayed the drawings in a circle on the balustrade –

mance area and a jazz band and the year before a church con-

displaying the panorama covered by the artists. Clever (?) when you

verted for performance – both giving weather protection (in October,

know that Reading Museum, close to the park, houses a replica of

which is the specified month!). This year it was town gardens and in

the Bayeux Tapestry!

planning your event you should take into account the following:
1.Advertisment - I use the local papers and BBC Radio Berkshire
one week ahead.
2.Preparation – Getting permission from Authorities (the Parks
Department in this case)
3.Assistants – a dozen capable sketchers/art teachers willing to
demonstrate/advise
4.Materials – Cartridge paper, lightweight boards and crayons/pencils (shop/supplier sponsor)
5.Risk assessment – if the venue demands (not as onerous as it
sounds)
6.Planning – for bad weather, date suiting all, parking and architectural content
7.Photographer friend - to record the event for the papers afterwards (you will be too busy!)
8.A gazebo – to act as base for distributing materials and advice
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Copyright Explained
Copyright Matters

In his article, begun in an issue of Viewpoint and continued last

Artists too must take care. By creating drawings for clients for a

contract states something different (in which case whoever is des-

Newsletter, lawyer Tony Wiloughby said that copyright can only be

specific project, they may themselves be under implied restrictions

ignated as copyright owner in the employmentcontract is probably

satisfactorily contested if the illustrator establishes the right legal

about how they can use their own drawings. For example, the artist

owner).

agreement. He continues by saying he ‘implied licence’ for an

may be asked to produce drawings in circumstances where secrecy

4. If the artist is not an employee and has signed no contract trans-

architect/client to use the illustrator’s drawings would not be likely to

is paramount. If the artist then displays as an example of their skill

ferring the copyright in the artistic work, then the artist is likely to be

extend to uses not contemplated by the parties when the drawings

the work on their website, this could breach an obligation to their

the copyright owner.

were commissioned. The artist will have been unlikely to want to al-

client.

low their works to be adapted by other artists and used as their own.

Further, an artist who fails to appreciate what they may have

This vague concept of what was in the contemplation of the parties

transferred to an employer or client by way of copyright ownership,

has led to many disputes over recent years, and is not just limited

may find they infringe copyright in a piece of artwork they them-

Copyright can not only be transferred, it can also be licensed.

to unwritten agreements; vaguely drafted agreements too suffer

selves created if they seek to use their artwork in some way without

That is, the owner can grant the right for someone else to use the

from similar uncertainties of interpretation. One common problem

permission.

copyright in the agreed way. Unlike transfers of ownership, a licence

is where the parties agree that a particular use of, say a drawing,

Finally, even where an artist is clear they retain copyright in a work

does not have to be in writing. This means that having ownership

can be made in a given publication, for example a periodical journal.

produced for a client, they may have implied restrictions on the

of copyright is not necessary for someone else to be able to use,

The publishers of the journal then wish to make back issues of their

type of use (if any) they themselves may make of such work. In a

adapt and exploit the work.

journal available over the internet. The question is whether they can

recent case, a designer who created a logo for a customer (retain-

do so without the express new permission of the artist/copyright

ing ownership of the copyright) and then tried to allow a third party

By way of example, an independent artist is engaged by an ar-

owner.

to use the logo in competition with the original customer was held

chitect to provide drawings; the artist is not an employee and has

In a situation where there has been no discussion of this between

to be in breach of a clear implied restriction on the designer not to

signed no contract. The artist will therefore own copyright in the

the parties, and where there is no specific mention of it in any con-

behave in such a manner.expressly transferring the copyright in the

drawings. However, the clear intention of both artist and architect

tract, the publishers will risk facing an infringement claim from the

artistic work to someone else, then that someone else will own the

was for the drawings to be used for the project, so the architect and

copyright owner if they do not seek specific permission.

copyright. If there is no such agreement, then the status of the artist

client would be able to use it for such purposes even though they do

So, those wishing to use any copyright work in a way which was

must be considered.

not own the rights and even though there is no written agreement.

not obvious at the time the agreement (written or not) with the artist/

3. If the artist is an employee and the artistic work is created as

architect was made, must take great care if they do not wish to risk

part of their duties as employee, then the employer will be likely to

infringing copyright.

be the owner of the copyright, unless the employee’s employment

Who can use the artistic work?
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Member’s Profile: Simone Ridyard MSAI
ing classes to degree students, so I’ve come full circle from my own
much loved college days. I think I’m incredibly fortunate to be able to
combine an academic career with time to develop my own creative
practice.
Website www.simoneridyard.co.uk

I am a Manchester based architect. I grew up and still live in South
Manchester. My background is arts based. I studied architecture at
Canterbury College of Art in the 1980’s I have always been interested

I am one of the original Popupgallery artists (www.popupgallerymcr.

in the idea of communicating architectural concepts through draw-

com). In 2009, I started working reduced hours in architectural prac-

ings.

tice in Manchester. I used my remaining hours more creatively and

I came back to Manchester after college and worked for a number of

began part-time teaching and architectural visualisation commis-

years building my architectural career, specialising in interior design.

sions. Recent clients include Ian Simpson Architects and 5+ Archi-

Whilst working at Austin-Smith:Lord in Warrington in the late 1990’s,

tects, with whom I have been producing master-plan visuals for a

I started to provide visuals to support bids and competitions. In those

major house-builder.

days I would draw in pencil and one of my colleagues would actually watercolour over my sketches. He had a suspected heart attack

I am fortunate to spend time in North Cornwall, around the Camel

(fortunately he made a speedy recovery), and I was under pressure

estuary across the water from Padstow. Spectacular views of the

to complete ‘the painting stage’ myself. I guess that’s when I became

estuary, and the quality of Cornish light, have inspired me to use wa-

an architectural illustrator!

tercolour more freely. In my Cornish work I paint loose atmospheric

My current paintings are inspired by cities, particularly my home city

watercolours, outdoors in whatever the weather might throw at me,

of Manchester. Architectural drawings represent the city through pre-

even when the rain soaks through the paper! I have ongoing ‘City

cise pencil drawings overlaid with watercolour washes. I work with a

Series’ paintings, which I hope to exhibit in Spring 2012 as part of the

fine-art printer who photographs my pencil drawings and also looks

popupgallery series.

after my print editions.
I recently took up a post as senior lecturer on the BA(Hons) Interior
In recent years I have started to exhibit my paintings more widely.

Design course at Manchester Metropolitan University. I teach draw-
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